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STOP PRESS! 
Bringing Disco Back with Salt Arts and Zoe Viccaji  
 
 
Salt Arts is a music, art and entertainment agency, specialising in the creative production of 
events, and artist management. We believe in audience development and inter-cultural 
exchange. Salt Arts is committed to enriching artists and sub-cultures via music, creative 
expression and technology, in Pakistan, South Asia and beyond. We trust the power of inter-
disciplinary movement, and collective spirit. At Salt Arts collaboration reigns supreme. 
 
Salt Arts presents ‘Jaanay Do’ – a new disco track by Zoe Viccaji from her upcoming EP.  Keep 
watching as we unveil the song, Zoe – the disco diva, and as we bring disco back to the Karachi 
night! In 2015 Zoe joined hands with Salt Arts, for the release of her new disco funk track 
Jaanay Do. Salt Arts worked with Zoe to visually and conceptually manage the release of the 
new track, along with developing her new look, and her re-emergence as a multi-faceted, mid-
career artist from Pakistan. Jaanay Do is the first track, of her upcoming Disco EP and will be 
released by Salt Arts (in collaboration with…) to online and on-air audiences on the 16th of 
November 2014. 
 
Campaign Hashtags: #bringingdiscoback #saturdaynightdisco #zoe #saltarts 
 
All images belonging to this campaign are the property of Salt Arts and may not be reproduced 
or used by any third party for any purpose whatsoever without our permission. For press: print 
files of images will be shared as part of the press packet directly from the Salt Arts design 
team.The Salt Arts logo must be visible in print at all times.   
 
Artist: Zoe Viccaji  
Single: Jaanay Do  
Music Producer: Mubashir Admani  
Lyrics: S. K Khalish 
Released by Salt Arts  
Team Salt:  
Art Direction, Design and Strategy: Raania A. K Durrani, Hasan Waliany  
Photography: Sitwat Rizvi, assisted by Hamna Haqqi  
 
Salt Arts would like to thank its creative collaborators:   
Hair & Make-up: Natasha Salon by Natasha Khalid  
Outfits: Sadaf Malaterre  
Photo Post: Chique Lab by Hira Tareen 
Location: Bina Khan Photography Studio  
 
This month long online campaign and the release, follows remix releases by prominent 
Pakistani producers, and leads to a live public event curated and produced by Salt Arts.  Zoe 
will be performing her new disco tracks, popular disco numbers, including Diana Ross, Nazia 
Hasan and legendary Bollywood disco covers! 

 



 
 
 
The Salt Shaker 02: A night of disco with Zoe Viccaji  
Alliance Française Karachi  
December 5th 2015  
Passes will be available soon.   
 
Zoe Viccaji is a Pakistani singer and songwriter. She released her debut album Dareeche in 
September 2014 under Universal Music India, which won the Best Mixed Album award at the 
Indian Recording Arts (IRA), and 14th Lux Style Awards ‘Album of the Year’. Zoe was also 
signed as a Coke Studio (Pakistan) artist in 2010, and has collaborated with the band Strings for 
an award winning single Mera Bichra Yaar.  

 
Zoe Says:  
 
‘my favourite genres are Jazz, funk, disco and soul. I grew up listening to Donna Summers, 
Dianna Ross, ABBA, Marvin Gaye, Blondie, Stevie Wonder- and then there was of course our 
very own Nazia Hasan who brought the disco home to Pakistan. I dreamt of being able to follow 
that sound, but in a more contemporary way so that it was the perfect balance between retro 
and new. I finally met a producer Mubashir Admani who got me, and loved the genre equally! In 
September, I joined hands with Salt Arts, who have directed the entire campaign and released 
this new track.  
 
‘For years I have wished that there was someone or something in Pakistan that existed to help 
me think about how I wanted to put my music out there, and to actually help me do it. Salt Arts 
is finally all that and a whole lot more! Working with the team has been a pleasure because they 
strike a great balance in their approach to art and professionalism. In fact I feel they've helped 
me push my boundaries and enter exciting new territories that were otherwise daunting to me. I 
hope that they are very successful in what they do because as artists we need great teams like 
these! 
 
 
For bookings and further details contact:  
 
Hamna Haqqi – Junior Creative Producer  
0333.3081944 
info@saltarts.com  
 
 
For interviews and strategic partnerships contact:  
 
Raania Azam Khan Durrani – Co-Founder / Artistic Director  
0300.8283894 
raania@saltarts.com  
 
Reach us: 
www.facebook.com/saltarts 
www.twitter.com/saltarts 
www.instagram.com/saltarts 
www.saltarts.com 


